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Agenda

• Introduction – megatrends in favour of window films

• What are WFs? – Whistle stop overview of what they are and do

• Sun Control Films

• Safety & Security Films

• Sales Tools and helpful collateral







What are Window Films?



Why do we have windows

Illumination - to let light in

Vision - to allow us to see out

Ventilation – to exchange air by 

having a flexible opening

Aesthetics – attractive appearance

Window Films add functional 
benefits to existing glazing !

More and more glass in modern buildings
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40%

1,1 Mio.

200 Mrd.

400 Mio.
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S - Safety and Security

Macro Trends 
Terrorism
Nationalism
Migration – Civil Unrest; 
Growth of City Populations
Economic Inequalities
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H – Heat Gain Reduction
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A - Appearance

Deliberately Change the Appearance 
OR leave it looking the same.
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G – Glare

Indirect Glare

Direct Glare
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P - Privacy

Passenger cars

Apartment buildings
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I – Insulation

NEW: Thinsulate Climate Control 75

• Turns your single pane windows into double 

pane; turns your double pane windows into 

triple pane

• Increases the insulation performance of your 

windows by 40%

• Helps retain warmth during the winter and cool 

air during the summer

• Increases energy efficiency and savings all-year 

round

• Virtually invisible-does not impact window 

aesthetics

• Easier and more cost effective than replacing 

your windows with low-e windows
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F - Fading

Mainly caused by UV (40%), Visible Light (25%), Heat (25%)

We can SLOW down the fading process but you can’t stop 
it.

Buying Time!
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The Seven Wonders of Window Film!

S - Security or Safety

H - Heat Gain Reduction

A - Appearance

G - Glare

P - Privacy

I - Insulation

F - Fading



3M is the inventor of window films!

• 1966 – 3M invented the window film business with the original 
patent on solar

control film

• 1969 – 3M develops safety/security window films in response to 
IRA bombings 

in the UK

• 1973 – Adhesive system invention for plastic glazing

• 1978 – Adhesive system invention for reusable applications 

• 1980 – 3M develops and patents Low Emissivity (Low E) window 
films

• 1981 – 3M develops Abrasion Resistant coatings

• 1995 – 3M develops and patents micro-layer Ultra tear-resistant 
window film 

• 2003 – 3M develops and patents first truly color stable polyester 
films via nano-

carbon particles

• 2006 – Multi-layer optical films for clear solar heat rejection

• 2007 – Attachment systems
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Advantages of using Window Film versus replacing the 
windows

Window films

• Much less expensive

• As much as 7X less!

• Installation is much less disruptive to 

operations & occupants

• No glass or frames sent to landfill

• Reject up to 99.9% UV rays

• Maintain existing glass (historic 

preservation)

1501 Clinton St, Largest building in 
Baltimore 18
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How to select the right window film

Performance

• Solar heat rejection

• Glare reduction

• Fade protection

• Durability

• Additional Safety and Security

Optics

• Look of the building/ windows (original appearance vs. new look)

• Reflection to the outside

• Level of darkness inside the building

• Privacy

Commercial Aspects

• Budget to invest/ Cost of film

• Expected ROI

• Tenants‘ retention through increased comfort

• Warranty

A selection of different factors to consider
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Sun Control Films – Selling Energy 
Savings and Payback



The tools and calculations used to determine energy savings and payback are the same; however, 
the messaging is critically different

Energy savings and payback require different messaging

• “Energy savings” is the more commonly used term; 
however, “energy savings” without a discussion on 
costs can also be perceived as expensive

• Focus is on reducing emissions, being sustainable 
(LEED), or helping manage a country’s energy 
production

• Governments, sustainability directors, architects, or 
LEED professionals are typically concerned with 
energy savings; incentives or rebates often built 
around saving energy

• Energy savings can be associated with high cost or 
long return on investment

• Payback is often used to justify the window film 
purchase to resolve comfort issues

• Can be used to justify, or even drive, purchasing 
behavior of the building owner

• Focus is on return on investment (ROI)

What messaging should I use to explain the energy savings and payback calculations? 

Leading with energy savings will help drive awareness, but payback will drive the purchasing decision

Energy Savings Payback



How to sell on energy savings and payback/ROI
What are the required steps to sell on energy savings/payback

1 Establish the credibility of window films

2 Establish the credibility of 3M window films

3 Educate the customer on SHGC and establish the credibility of 3M’s 
performance metrics

4 Understand aesthetic and payback requirements

5 Calculate energy savings/payback



• US Department of Energy

➢ Rated window film as a top-tier technology

➢ Listed as 1 of only 4 technologies with both a maximum probability of success in the 

market and a 3-year or less payback potential 

• CONSOL Energy

➢ Stated window films can payback in less than 3 years

➢ Demonstrated window films save up to 205 kwh/m2 on single pane glass and 130 kwh/m2

on double pane glass

• Other local studies may also exist

Use reference studies to establish the credibility of WF
What specific studies can I reference to establish the credibility of window film?

1

Brochure containing studies available to focus on selling energy savings



• 3M invented window film in 1966 and has a 50-year history of success in the 
commercial WF business

• Provide broad estimates

➢ 3M window films save 130-205 kwh/m2

➢ 3M window films save 2-10% of your entire energy bill

➢ 3M window films can payback as quickly as 3 years

➢ 3M window films become carbon neutral in less than 6 months

➢ Windows account for ~30% of the cooling energy used in commercial buildings

• Provide case studies and explain why each is relevant to their building

➢ Focus on similar climate zones: There are 8 globally recognized climate zones 
according to the IECC building code. Each climate zone has similar weather and 
solar energy. For example, the UK is in climate zone 4 & 5, so case studies from 
Korea, (also in climate zone 4) would be relevant

➢ Focus on similar building usage (e.g. offices for offices, hotels for hotels)

➢ Focus on payback and the savings per square meter of glass rather than the total 
savings. For example, if the building in Korea saved $10,000 per year, for 1,000 
square meters of filmed glass, emphasize that the building in the UK may see 
similar results of $10 saved per year for each square meter filmed

Establish the credibility of 3M window films
How do I establish the credibility of 3M window films through estimates and case studies?
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Original Reflective Film 
Patent Issued to 3M in 1966



• 3M’s SHGC, VLT, and U-value window film metrics are 
certified by the NFRC - a globally recognized certification 
agency for the entire glass industry

• The SHGC is a globally recognized metric to measure the 
amount of solar energy passing through a window and is 
utilized in nearly all building codes

➢ The required SHGC typically changes by climate zone

• For the above reasons, there is no need to prove that 
window films save energy

➢ The most recognized glass certification agency (NFRC) 
certifies that 3M window films reduce the SHGC, and the 
SHGC is required to be at certain levels to reduce energy by 
most building codes, so by definition 3M window films save 
energy

Establish the credibility of 3M’s performance metrics
How can I prove that window films save energy?
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Our key requirement is NOT to prove that window films save energy, but rather, how much do they save



• There is a strong trade-off between payback and 
aesthetics

• Payback is a function of
• SHGC

• Total installed cost

• More reflective films typically have a lower SHGC and 
total installed cost, yet in many cases customers desire 
less reflective films

• Before recommending large-scale energy audits, 
understand the customers payback and aesthetic 
requirements

• Always complete energy audits with multiple films to 
show the customer the trade-off between payback and 
aesthetics

Understand aesthetic and payback requirements
What is payback and what is the relationship between payback and aesthetics?

4

Aesthetic differences 
between film types



Glass type

Single Pane 
Clear

Double Pane 
Clear

Silver Series 
($43/m2

installed)

1-3 yrs

1-3 yrs

Night Vision 
Series ($53/m2

installed)

1-4 yrs

3-7 yrs

Ceramic Series 
($75/m2

installed)

3-5 yrs

6-10 yrs

Prestige Series 
($110/m2

installed)

5-10 yrs

10-25 yrs

Calculate energy savings/payback
What are some payback examples for various window films and window types?
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Costs and paybacks are for example purposes only; values will vary significantly by project
Energy costs will significantly impact payback period; check costs per kwh in your country 

Valid for projects >1,000 m2 and at $0.08 per kwh



Calculate energy savings/payback

• Unlike lighting upgrades, upgrades to the building envelope are 
more complicated to calculate the associated savings

• There are a number of different tools available to calculate the 
savings, at differing levels of complexity

• There is a step change in accuracy and complexity from Excel-
based calculations to DOE-2 or EnergyPlus based calculations 
(EFilm)

• These programs perform 8760s, meaning they calculate an 
energy balance on the building for every hour of every day of 
the year and determine the building’s necessary response

• Some ESCOs or consultants will use more complicated 
programs

• eQUEST, TRACE™ 700, or DOE-2 are common

• It is not necessary to learn these programs; however, it is 
important to note that 3M window films can be loaded into 
these programs so that the calculations can be completed. 
Work with your global tech service expert to complete this

What methods are there for calculating payback and energy savings, and which should I use?

Design level 
energy audits

EFilm

Simple Excel-based 
calculators (international 
calculator and PreSolo)

Case studies, reference studies, and 
“envelope” estimates

DOE-2 or 
EnergyPlus

based 
programs

Distributor and 3M perform

3M supports
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Before recommending EFilm, make sure to review “Basic Selling Tools” and the EFilm checklist

Methods of Calculating Energy Savings



Safety Films – Selling Security and 
Peace of Mind



Safety Glazing
Spontaneous Glass 

Breakage
Intrusion Protection Blast Mitigation

Windstorm Anti Graffiti
Attachment SystemsSeismic

• Safety & Security Window Film sales are typically event, or code driven sales, and are often a faster selling 
cycle then solar films

• The safety & security window film market is large and diverse, and typically significantly under penetrated

• The customer needs below may be addressed by the typical channel, or may be driven through a specialty 
channel

• Identify and message market opportunities based on customer need, rather than on “safety & security 
window films”, and you will begin to recognize the total market opportunity and alternative strategies to 
drive sales by each customer need

Defining the safety & security window film market
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Understanding Safety Glazing

What is Safety Glazing?

• Safety glazing is glass that is designed to “break safely”, meaning in the event of glass breakage, 

injuries would be minimized

• Often thought of as Tempered or Laminated glass

• This is one of the most common code related needs, often a building was built prior to a safety glass 

code, and in many cases, as the building is renovated or needs new tenants, safety glass is required

Relevant Standards

• EN 12600 , ANSI Z97.1, 16 CFR CPSC 1201 , BS 6201

Typical Test

• Consists of swinging a 50kg weight to impact the glass from differing heights

• Pass and classification requirements vary by test, 

• for EN 12600 : weight of glass falling on the floor

• size of the hole made in the glass

• size of the pieces of glass that fall

• Glass doors
• Shower doors
• Patio doors
• Sliding glass doors
• Balcony glass
• Glass elevators
• Glass railings
• Any glass that is within 0.5 m of floor level

Markets/ Areas where required
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Understanding Spontaneous Glass Breakage

What is spontaneous glass breakage

• The act of glass spontaneously breaking due to nickel sulfide inclusions during the manufacturing 

process

• Only occurs in tempered glass

• All tempered glass is at risk to this failure, but it will differ based on the quality of the glass, some 

reports suggest as many as 1 out of 1,000 pieces of tempered glass will break

Relevant Standards

• There are no standards specifically for spontaneous glass breakage, but safety glazing standards are 

relevant

• Some countries or cities are beginning to require non-tempered glass due to the safety hazards of 

falling glass

Typical Test

• There are no standard tests, for SGB, but the impact test or windstorm tests could be used for 

relevance

• Any area where tempered glass is installed, 
see safety glazing for common areas of 
safety glass usage

Markets/ Areas where required
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Understanding Break & Entry Protection

How do safety films help against break & entry

• Protection against break & entry is about deterring, or delaying a criminal from entering through a 

glass door or window

• Glass is the weakest entry point into a building, and while the door or window may be locked, rocks, 

hammers or bullets can quickly break glass and allow entrance

• Films are NOT bullet proof, but they hold the glass in place slowing the intruder from entering the 

space. The time delayed will vary depending on the tool used to attack the glass.

Relevant Standards

• EN 356  : Falling Ball Burglary Resistance Testing

• EN 12600 , ANSI Z97.1, 16 CFR CPSC 1201 , BS 6201, ASTM E1886/1996, 3rd party intrusion 

protection test

Typical Test

• EN 356 : Falling ball burglary resistance testing 

• Glass panel size 1100mm x 900mm; Steel ball 4.11kg , 100mm diameter

• 3 steel balls let fall consecutively on the same test panel. 3 replicate panels (total 9 ball drops) 

must pass the test requirements .

• The ball may not penetrate the glass with film to pass a specific classification

• Schools
• Government Facilities
• Retail
• Private houses
• Any area where theft is a concern
• Commonly installed on glass entryways, and 

1st floor glass windows

Markets/ Areas where required
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Understanding Blast Mitigation

How do safety films help against bomb blasts

• ― One of the most common causes of injury and death in the event of an explosion is flying glass 

fragments

• ― Safety films are designed to hold the glass together, and maintain the glass in the frame of the 

window, helping to protect against the flying glass fragments

• ― This is one of the most common code related needs, for government facilities

Relevant Standards

• ― ASTM F1642, GSA TS01-2003, ISO 16933/16934, EN 13541

Typical Test

• ― Consists of exploding a bomb or a pressure wave from a shock tube, and measuring how far the 

broken glass fragments fly into the room

• ― There are multiple sizes of blasts and impulses, it is imperative to understand what blast load and 

impulse the customer is trying to protect from. Accidental explosions (such as in a manufacturing 

setting) would have a different blast load test then a bomb.

• Schools
• Government Facilities
• Controversial businesses
• Financial Centers
• International Corporations
• Industrial Facilities protecting against 

explosions

Markets/ Areas where required



Interior Application

• 3MTM ScotchshieldTM Ultra 800 Security Window Film & Impact Protection 

Attachment System

• Tear-Resistant for enhanced protection of people & property

• Tear-Resistance increases work required to penetrate the glazing

• Tear-Resistance helps maintain performance, even if the film is punctured

• Performance tested against blasts and intrusion

Exterior Application

• 3MTM Safety S70X

• Help protect occupants outside your building from broken glass hazards

• Exterior Durability gives you an extended warranty from the most trusted 

global brand in window films

Recommended Solution for Human Attack



“The most ideal protective measures are ones that reduce 

vulnerabilities in the most cost effective manner, for 

example, security window film.”

“Security film is the most economical retrofit measure to 

strengthen the exterior glazed elements of the façade.” 

“As much as 40% of the injuries in a blast are due to flying 

glass”

Takeaways
3M Security Films are a recommended solution against attacks

US Department of Homeland Security



Selling Tools and Literature



3M Window Film Selling Tools

• Sample glass

• Glass Breakage Demo

• Heat Lamp (see new designs!)

• Temperature Gun

• BTU Meter

• Tear Test Demo (see new 

designs!)

• UV Ink

• Blast Data Selector

• Temperature Loggers (proof of 

technology)

• EFilm

• Windows & Optics (TS help 

required)

• WinGard (TS help required) 

• Beam Splitter

• Daylight Redirecting Film 

Sample with laser

What tools are available, and what tools should I have?

Minimum required tools
Advanced Tools for larger/more 

complex projects
Other less common tools

• EU Brochures and Flyers

• Datasheets

• US literature (Spanish 

language)

• POS displays

Literature



• Cost ~ $200

• What

➢ Samples of the most commonly sold window films & 
attachments on glass

• Why

➢ Customers commonly want to see how the film will look on an 
actual pane of glass, often the films are not perceived as quite 
as “dark” after installation

• How

➢ Purchase a few sample windows & install your most commonly 
sold films.  You can show multiple films on the same window

➢ Do not forget to show an example of an attachment system

➢ If you are building a broken pane of glass to show the value of 
safety films, make sure to film both sides of the glass to protect 
the customer

Sample Windows
Samples are critical during the selling process



• Cost ~ € 800-870 for European demo tool

• What

➢ Heat producing IR light bulbs, and filmed glass samples

• Why

➢ Provide tangible evidence of how effective solar films reject energy

➢ Specifically this helps show that a film does not have to be dark to reject energy (great 
demo for Prestige)

• How

➢ The heat demo on the right can be purchased through System-line, less expensive less 
professional demonstrations can be made, but we recommend that our authorised
dealers and master distributors have this tool

➢ Turn on the heat lamp demo, and place a non-filmed piece of glass in front of the IR 
lamp, have the customer feel the heat, 

➢ Then place a dark filmed glass (such as a dyed film FXST) in front of the glass, and 
have the customer feel the heat

➢ Then place Prestige in front of the filmed glass, and have the customer feel the heat

➢ Can be combined with a BTU meter to show how much energy the film is blocking

Heat Lamp Demo
The heat lamp demo is the most valuable tool that you have to sell solar films

Do not ever go on a sales call without a heat lamp demo; this is the single most effective 
demonstration



• Cost ~ $120

• What

➢ Solar Radiation Meter, that measures a portion of the energy that comes 
from the sun

• Why

➢ Numerical representation of the amount of energy that is coming through 
the window in Watts/sqm or BTUh/sq ft

➢ Often valuable for technical minded customers, and to use in conjunction 
with the heat lamp demo

• How

➢ From inside the building, aim the BTU meter at the sun from behind the 
window

➢ Place a piece of sample film (does not have to be installed) in between the 
BTU meter and the window, and review the reading

➢ Note, the BTU meter does not read the entire solar spectrum, a very 
expensive lab grade tool, called a spectrophotometer does this (which is 
how our specs are created).  This tool is designed to show tangible results, 
not necessarily absolute results

BTU Meter
One of the most common tools utilized to sell solar films after heat lamp demos



• Cost ~ $100

• What

➢ Laser thermometer that measures surface temperature

• Why

➢ Measures the temperature of the floor behind filmed an non-filmed glass to provide 
tangible evidence for a customer that the film is keeping heat out

➢ You can see 5-20 degree temperature differences on the floor behind the filmed glass

• How

➢ Either hang a sample of film on the customer’s windows, or place a sample piece of 
filmed glass up against the customer’s window

➢ Spend 5-10 minutes discussing the benefits of 3M Window Film with the end 
customer

➢ Measure the temperature of the ground behind the filmed glass when the window is in 
direct sunlight

➢ In some cases it may be better to install the sample, and then come back on a later 
date to show the customer this example, to ensure direct sunlight, and adequate time 
to heat the floor

Laser Temperature Thermometer

Do not aim the temperature gun at the glass



• Cost ~ $10

• What

➢ UV Sensitive Ink Brochure.  The ink will glow in the presence of 
UV light

• Why

➢ Tangible demonstration of UV penetrating through the window

➢ Non-technical method to show the penetration of UV rays 
through the existing windows, if fading, or protection from UV 
is a concern

• How

➢ From inside the building, hold the brochure near a window in 
direct sunlight, the UV Rays ink should glow purple in the 
presence of UV

➢ Place a piece of sample film (does not have to be installed) in 
between the brochure and the window, and the ink should stop 
glowing.

UV Sensitive Ink
Utilized to show that UV rays are coming through your windows



Tear Test Demo

• Cost ~ $3

• What

➢ Tear test demonstration between Ultra 
Safety Films and Competitive Safety Films 

• Why

➢ Tangible demonstration of the value of tear 
resistance and the superior performance of 
Ultra films

• How

➢ Place the handles in the grommets of the 
tear test demo, and complete a “Tug of 
War” with the customer.  The competitive 
film will tear, while the Ultra Film remains in 
tact.

Emphasize the value of Ultra Films



• Cost ~ $10

• What

• Breaking glass in front of a customer

• Why

• Tangible demonstration of how safety film holds broken glass together

• Memorable experience for the end customer, similar to the heat lamp 
demo

• How

• Obtain 2 pieces of 20x20 cm glass that is ~4mm thick, and film one 
piece with a safety film

• Place the unfilmed glass in 2 plastic bags, and the filmed glass in 1 
plastic bag

• Hit each piece of glass with a hammer, and show the customer the 
difference between un-filmed and filmed glass.  Both pieces of glass 
will break, but the filmed glass will hold the glass together

• Be careful not to cut yourself on broken glass

Glass Break Demonstrations
Add excitement to your presentations by breaking glass with your customers



• Cost ~ Free

• What

➢ Highly technical tools that must be run by 3M Tech Service

➢ WinGard is a blast modeling software used to determine blast 
performance ratings

➢ Windows & Optics 6 are solar performance modeling software, used to 
determine solar performance specifications of windows.

• Why

➢ WinGard

• Highly professional output, with multiple page report

• Only suggested for large, technical projects

➢ Windows & Optics 6

• Used to determine the exact specifications that would be achieved by installing a 
solar film on a specific glass type

• For example, if you know the exact type of glass your customer has, say Viracon
double pane VE1-2M, and you want to know how the performance of that window 
would change with NV15, 3M TS can provide the exact change in performance

Wingard, Windows 6 and Optics 6
Software tools used to simulate film performance on specific windows

Support on these tools from 3M Lab and William Smith



Buyer Journey

Core brochure
Broad overview of 3M 
window film offering
-Designed to help sales and 
dealers discuss the whole 
offering
-Useful for initial meetings, 
comprehensive overviews of 
films, and influencers who 
have multiple project 
pipelines (architects, ESCOs 
etc)

Segment Cards 
Individual collateral pieces 
for each end user need 
(bomb blast, energy etc)
-After establishing 
customer need from core 
brochure
-Designed to go in depth on 
how window film addresses 
that specific customer need

NEW EU 
brochures and 
flyers

NEW EU technical 
data sheets



Flyers - Europe

Crystalline Color Stable

Metallic Shade

FX STFX HPSAS

Black Shade Ultra Safety Safety

Automotive

Night Vision Silver etc.

Brochures - Europe

Safety

Sun Control

Automotive 

Application 

Guidelines

Prestige



3M You Tube Channel




